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Getting Started With Your Own Study Group: 
As a student in NMI, you will complete Study Group Course Work. Erin Ryan reviews the 
course work for Study Group; students send completed modules to her directly, following 
specified formatting and submission instructions. If you find yourself in community with one or 
more aspiring midwives, you may decide to come together to study. Your Study Group Course 
Work modules provide an excellent outline for self-study that also works well in a group. There 
are many ways to organize a study group; together you will find creative solutions to meet your 
group’s needs. Following are some format examples and suggestions to consider. 
Set meeting times. Some possibilities: 
• Meet one evening every week for 2-3 hours. 
• Meet twice a month, 2-3 hours in the evening or 3-4 hours during the day. 
• Meet one Saturday every month. 
 
Identify specific time for social interaction and food. Whether or not you plan for them, 
these activities are inevitable! Preserve your study by making a plan: 
• Begin the study group session with a potluck or snack, and spend a little social time prior to 
your study time. 
• Take a meal or snack break, spending social time together midway through your session. 
• Stay focused during your designated study time, save ordinary conversation for later. 
• Go out together after your study session. 
• If your group finds the need for more social interaction than can be combined with study 
sessions, make additional social plans: picnics, projects, cultural outings. During your social 
times keep things light and not also focused on study! 
Decide together if the group is open to new people. Here are some possible terms: 
• Everyone is welcome any time the group meets, regardless of experience, expertise, or depth of 
current study. This creates a sort of ‘one-room schoolhouse’. This format worked well in the 
initial San Francisco Study Group. This concept is worthy of lengthy discussion on its own 
merit, and leads to much consideration of how we each learn best. 
• The core group gets started, and after 4-6 meetings invites new participants. 
• The group is open for one meeting per month. The other meetings include only those 
committed participants who meet regularly. 
• Invitation to the group is made by the posting of signs around the community, or ads in local 
newsletters. 
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• Study Group participants personally invite others to join. Consider whether the group must 
approve of new invites before they are extended. 
Decide together who the group will include, for instance: 
• Anyone is welcome at any time. 
• Participants are aspiring midwives or labor support doulas. 
• Participants are attending births or anticipate doing so soon. 
• Participants are currently apprenticing. 
• Participants are enrolled in NMI. 
 
Decide together if the sessions are open to children. 
• Including kids doesn’t mean that nothing will be accomplished. However, the group will be 
happier if everyone reaches agreement on this point. 
• In the San Francisco Bay Area, several local apprentices had young children. One of these 
parents organized a study group she called “Momma’s A Midwife.” There were usually 5 
apprentices and sometimes as many infants, toddlers and young children, and a facilitating 
midwife. This group met every Tuesday morning from 10 am to 1 pm. Food, breastfeeding and 
play figured in to the simultaneous study and discussion. This format worked very well for this 
group. 
• Babes in arms may be agreeable to the group, while toddlers may prove too great a distraction. 
• Young children may play together quite well in the next room, and students may take turns 
checking on them. An older sibling may be available to make this even easier. 
• The group can arrange for shared childcare during the sessions. Sometimes another friend or 
parent can play outside with the kids or take them on an outing. 
• When feasible, meet in a park where kids can play happily in plain view of parents while they 
study. 
Choose a place to meet. 
• Some students are happy to host the meeting every time, others find hosting to be a hassle. 
• Rotate places to accommodate scheduling or travel distance. 
• Local public libraries, parenting centers, schools and churches have been willing to host a 
regular meeting. 
Make a plan for your group’s approach to studying. Possibilities include: 
• A brief check-in may start the group meeting. Students may discuss interesting or difficult 
points they encountered during their work on a topic; case histories or birth stories may be shared 
by students and facilitator (honoring the professional limits of peer confidentiality). 
• Reviewing the Learning Objectives for a module can be a useful starting point. 
• Some topics will lend themselves to available videos, various hands-on exercises, discussions 
about personal experience or ethics. 
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• At the close of each meeting, identify the topic of study for the next meeting. 
• Arrive at each meeting and decide what will be studied based on the recent experience of 
participants. For instance, if an apprentice is helping a client with issues of nutrition, that may be 
the starting point for the group. It may follow that the group’s attention is turned to hypertension, 
or another related topic. 
• Remain flexible. If a student comes to a session with a recent experience or pressing need for 
study, the group can delve into that topic instead of the topic previously identified. This new 
topic can be introduced by the story of the recent experience followed by discussion and study. 
• Identify in advance several related topics, and pursue these topics in order or as parts of a larger 
discussion. 
• Designate the first hour of your time as flexible: explore recent experience and make plans for 
future in depth study of those topics. Then return to your previously planned topic for the 
meeting. 
• Participants take responsibility for personal projects and presentations to the group about 
specific areas of study. Each person takes a topic, or an aspect of a topic. 
• Presentations could be given one per meeting or several in a day long session. 
• A meeting could include one presentation and then discussion and consideration of related 
topics. 
• Borrow videos from NMI, stream audio resources available through the NMI Media Library, 
and/or secure community resources and view/hear them together, with discussion and further 
study to follow. 
Decide if your group includes a facilitator. 
• Decide if the group will include a facilitator at every meeting, every other meeting, monthly, or 
as a guest speaker. 
• Discuss possibilities for involving community members as facilitators. 
• Depending on the subject matter, facilitators may include experienced midwives, lactation 
consultants, nurses, counselors, science teachers... 
• Create guidelines for choosing facilitators. 
• Identify a trial period, to make sure the facilitator is right for the group. 
• Decide to engage one or more facilitators, and create a schedule with them. 
Some thoughts on facilitators: A facilitator can offer an invaluable perspective from their own 
practical experience. Oral tradition is a vital part of midwifery education. A facilitator is not 
expected to be an expert on every topic; in fact some material may be new or challenging to the 
facilitator. Within the context of Study Group, this is not a liability. It is an excellent example 
that we can never expect to know everything. As well, the occasion of reviewing or learning 
together is stimulating to all involved. The learning process is as valid as the learning itself, 
cultivating an appetite for new information and creative problem solving. NMI Course Work 
Instructors administer the course work for Study Group Course Work; students send completed 
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modules to them directly. Study group facilitators are not responsible for grading or evaluating 
student course work. 
Discuss possibilities for compensating facilitators. Compensation is a form of exchange. What is 
fair exchange? 
• If the group shares food and child care during the session, this is not an ‘extra’ for the 
facilitator. It’s appropriate for the facilitator to be granted the same benefits everyone else shares; 
this is not really a form of compensation! 
• Research the current, local ‘going rate’ for educators: childbirth educators, high school 
teachers, vo-tech educators and part time community college instructors. 
• Discuss what your group can realistically afford, as well as what you believe is fair. 
• If compensation is agreed upon, be creative. Exchange can be made in dollars and trade. What 
might the facilitator need or appreciate? Some ideas include: office work, errands, freezer meals, 
child care vouchers, massage, fresh produce, yard work, dog walking, house sitting... 
• It’s possible that some facilitators may be willing to do this task simply because they wish to 
support the student community. Think of something to show your appreciation. 
• If a facilitator prefers to participate without compensatory exchange from the group, approach 
the facilitator again after a few meetings. When something is new, it’s fun. Later it can become 
work. 
Consider the advantages of facilitators and guest speakers, and how one person and what they 
have to offer may fit best as either facilitator or guest speaker. 
Decide if your group will invite guest speakers. Some possibilities: 
• Create guidelines for choosing guest speakers. 
• Depending on the subject matter, guest speakers may include experienced midwives, lactation 
consultants, counselors, science teachers, nurses, parents with newborn and toddler experience, 
reproductive health care clinic workers, people with experience around other birthing 
mammals.... 
• Make a list of possible guest speakers and the topics you hope to hear them address. 
• Consider pay/exchange for your guest speakers. 
• Choose a topic and invite several guests to come for a panel discussion. 
• Request each guest speaker to offer at least one demonstration of their skill. 
• Request guest speakers to offer hands-on training of some skills, for example: blood pressure, 
blood drawing, pelvimetry, speculum exam, newborn exam, physical assessment, breastfeeding 
support, natural remedies, suturing, handling shoulder dystocia, breech birth, acupressure, use of 
moxa, massage, aromatherapy, AROM, sterile procedure, etc. 
Discuss interesting community resources that may be included in the format of your study 
group. Possibilities include: 
• Local chapters of the American Heart Association and American Red Cross (CPR and Neonatal 
Resuscitation, EMT training). 
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• Midwives, nurses, physicians who are willing to offer skills workshops. For example, a nurse 
could offer a basic health care skills workshop, or a midwife could offer a suturing workshop. 
• Local midwifery organizations may schedule workshops or invite you to research and schedule 
them for the organization in exchange for participating. 
• Science museum exhibits. 
• Crisis intervention services that offer training and experience for volunteers. 
• Local hospitals: volunteer programs (existing or needed), volunteer labor support and rotations 
in neonatal and postpartum wards. 
• Local hospitals’ training courses for IV and phlebotomy skills, including demonstration models 
available for employee loan. 
• Art exhibits. 
• Movie rentals, theaters. 
• Zoos, petting zoos, animal rescue centers and other places animal births and health care occur. 
 
 
Remember setting clear expectations for all involved enhances success! 
Have fun with this 


